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Augustin Fresnel (1788-1827) 
(Public domain media from Wikimedia Commons)
• Optical situation when light passes a spot, S(η,ξ,0) at a coordinate (η,ξ,0) on an 
aperture and illuminates a point, P(x,y,z) at a coordinate (x,y,z) on a screen.
• According to Huygens’s Principle, the electric field at a far point P, is obtained 
by adding each point of the light’s wave-front surface,   the electric field strength 
at point P,  u(P) can be written by the integration of tiny electric fields from all 
spots like S in the aperture.
























Note that while the distance ݎ is a 
temporary variable for integration, 
the distance ݎ′ is a fixed 
engineering parameter of a given 
instrument that does not change 
over the integration.







Optical distance Z = gap distance between Fresnel grating and the edge of the 0th pixel + pixel 
pitch/2 + (pixel number × pixel pitch)
Then, the wavelength of the photon on the nth pixel (pixel number = n) with the Optical 
distance Z is determined by: Wavelength = K2/Z, where K is a Fresnel grating size constant 
such that, 
where L is the number of gradient 
rings (circular grating) or gradient 
lines (linear grating) and R is the 
radius of a circular grating or the 
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Circuit of Thin-Film Rectenna Dipole Element
PAD




















































Inductance Power Transfer Microwave Power Transfer
• 0-3 cm,  short range
• Safe for human interaction
• low power applications
• 1-1000 m,  long range
• Low to high power
Planar  Coils
Coil Test Setup
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Thin-Film Rectenna Array (TFRA)



























Micro Induction Coil (MIC)
Thin-Film Rectenna Array (TFRA)







Coil Height dH1=17.3cm dH2=17.3cm dH3=5.5cm dH4=5.5cm
Number of 
turns
1 3 N/A 2
Radius of 
coil














A1 20 9 47 14.74 6.05 12.2 101.65 2.5
A2 20 12 22 26.21 6.63 7.58 14.33 6
A3 20 15 10 40.96 7.86 7.24 7.89 5
A4 20 25 5 113.77 6.67 5.9 11.54 8.5
A5 30 10 10 17.8 11.93 10.85 9.05 4.2
A6 30 20 10 71.4 5.96 5.73 3.86 4.52
 Neural probe-pin devices (PPD) based on Fresnel diffraction micro-
spectrometer were developed
 Neural PPD was successfully tested with animal brain 
 Wireless power transmission through human tissue is a promising 
technology: microwave and magnetic induction coupling 
 Microwave transmission through a thin skin was successfully tested 
and considered for the integration with neural probe-pin devices 
